
Market  
Marine

Challenge 
To repair seawater piping coming from the sea chest to the HVAC chill water pumps. The 
carbon steel piping was inspected, and it was determined the the pipe wall loss was 70%.

Engineered Solution 
The Port Engineer contacted the American Bureau of Shipping and they recommended 
Marine HydraWrap® Carbon Fiber Structural Repair, which is ABS approved for temporary 
shipboard piping repairs. The surface was prepared and Marine HydraWrap® was applied. 

Scope 
Marine HydraWrap® 4” Straight Spiral Kit was purchased, the surface was prepared and Marine 
HydraWrap was applied according to directions. 

Solution 
The crew found the carbon �ber wrap easy to work with and extremely durable. They expect 
the repair to be leak-free until the vessels’ routine dry docking in 18 months. The use of 
Marine HydraWrap® eliminated the need to shut down the system to replace.
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Marine HydraWrap 
(Fiber Reinforced Polymer)
      
Project 
Great Lakes Shipyard Company.  Repair leak in
 a suction pipe aboard the Tug RHODE ISLAND

Installer
Great Lakes Shipyard – Certi�ed Marine HydraWrap Installer and Distributor
4500 Division Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44102
T: 216-621-4854

Engineered Solution
Marine HydraWrap - (1) 4” Elbow Kit

Substrate / Area 
Carbon Steel 

Installation 
January 2010

The Challenge
To repair a leak in a 4 inch steel suction line located deep in the forward 
ballast tank. The pipe had a leak due to deterioration and a typical repair or 
replacement would be highly labor intensive and time consuming.

The Solution
The Shipyard General Manager utilized the Marine HydraWrap to eliminate 
leaks within the system. 
 Marine HydraWrap, which is ABS Design Approved 
for shipboard piping repairs, was used to repair the
 system and keep vessel in operation  without the need to cut the pipe or 
perform hot work.  


